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VERMONT ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD
10 V.S.A. Chapter 151

RE: John and Joyce Belter
Land Use Permit #4C0643-6R-EB

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND ORDER

This decision pertains to an appeal filed with the
Environmental Board by John and Joyce Belter (the Applicants)
on March 25, 1990, from the February 3, 1989 decision of the
District #4 Environmental Commission denying a permit for a
36-lot subdivision and from the District Commission's March 5,
1990 decision denying the Applicants' Motion for Reconsidera-
tion. The project is located on a 14.6-acre portion of the
Applicants' 345-acre farm in South Burlington. As is explained
below, the Board concludes that the project complies with
10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(l), (l)(F), (4), (5), (8), and (9)(K), and
therefore is issuing a permit.

I. Summarv of Proceedinss

The Applicants appealed the District Commission's findings
on 10 V.S.A. 5 6086(a)(l) (air), (l)(F) (shoreline), (4)
(erosion), (5) (traffic), (8) (aesthetics), and (9)(K) (public
investment). A prehearing conference was held on April 17,
1990, and on that date a notice of cross-appeal was filed by
Sally Guerette, Ruth Paul, Anne Cramer Hong, Andrew Hong, David
Myette, Pat Myette, Richard C. Ahern, Louise P. Laroque, Philip
A. Laroque, and Marc Roy (the Neighbors) with respect to
,Criteria (1) (air) and (5) (traffic). A Prehearing Conference
Report was issued on April 26.

The Environmental Board convened a public hearing on
August 23, 1990. The hearing was reconvened on November 13 by
an administrative hearing panel of the Board pursuant to Board
Rule 41, and recessed pending the filing of proposed findings
and issuance of a proposed decision. The following parties
participated in the hearings:

The Applicants by John R. Ponsetto, Esq.
The Neighbors by David W. M. Conard,, Esq.
Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission by Arthur
Hogan
Burlington Board of Airport Commissioners by William
Ellis, Esq.
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Proposed findings were filed by the parties on Decen-
ber 21, 1990. The hearing ~panel conducted deliberations on
March 6, March 21, April 4, and April 9, 1991. A proposed
decision was issued on April 23, 1991, and the parties were
provided an opportunity to file written objections and to
present oral argument before the full Board. Oral argument was
requested by the Applicants and the Neighbors, and on May 3,
1991, the Applicants and the Neighbors submitted responses to
the proposed decision. On May 6 the Burlington Board of
Airport Commissioners submitted a response. The Board convened
a public hearing in Montpelier on May 9, 1991 and heard oral
argument from the parties. The Board deliberated concerning
this matter on May 9 and on that date, following a review of
the proposed decision and the evidence and arguments presented
in the case, the Board declared the record complete and
adjourned the hearing. This matter is now ready for decision.
To the extent any proposed findings of fact and conclusions of
law are included below, they are granted; otherwise, they are
denied.

II. ISSUES IN THE APPEAL

1. Whether the blasting and drilling and other activities
required for construction of the project will create undue noise
pollution pursuant to Criteria 1 and 8.

2. Whether the project is located on a shoreline and, if
it is, whether the project will satisfy the requirements of
Criterion l(F).

3. Whether the project will create unreasonable soil
erosion, pursuant to Criterion 4.

4. Whether the project will create undue congestion or
unsafe conditions with respect to traffic within the existing
Country Club Estates subdivision, on the Air National Guard
Road, and at the intersection of Airport Parkway, Ethan Allen
Drive, and Shamrock Road (the Intersecion), pursuant to
Criterion 5.

5. Whether the project will result in an undue adverse
effect upon aesthetics or the scenic or natural beauty of the
area, pursuant to Criterion 8.

6. Whether the traffic from the project will unreason-
ably or unnecessarily endanger the public investment in, or
materially jeopardize or interfere with the function,
efficiency, or safety of, or the public's use or enjoyment of
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or access to, the streets within the Country Club Estates, the
Air National Guard Road, or the Intersection, pursuant to
Criterion 9(K).

III.

A.

1.

2.

3.

4.

B.

5.

FINDINGS OF FACT

ProieCt DescriDtion

The project consists of the creation of a 36-lot subdivi-
sion on 14.6 acres of land on the Applicants' 345-acre
farm in South Burlington. The subdivision, known as
**White Rock Estates," will be adjacent to an existing
72-lot subdivision known as "Country Club Estates."
Access to White Rock Estates will be over existing city
streets in Country Club Estates; Country Club Drive will
be extended into the White Rock Estates over a 60 foot
right-of-way owned by the Applicants that is located
between the properties of the Hongs and Myettes in the
existing subdivision.

A recreation area with swimming pool and tennis courts is
located in the neighborhood. Residents walk and ride
their bicycles to the recreation area. The Burlington
International Airport and the Air National Guard are
located nearby.

The ~project is included in the Applicants' master plan for
their 345-acre Ethan Allen Farms property. According to
the master plan, approximately IO7 acres of the property
will be the site of residential, commercial, and
industrial development. The balance of the property will
remain in its current agricultural use as a dairy farm
owned by the Applicants. The property is subject to an
umbrella permit for the development of a 42-lot industrial/
commercial subdivision off Ethan Allen Road. An internal
road and some of the lots in this subdivision have been
developed.

The subdivision will be constructed on an area of the
Applicants' property that is the site of an old gravel pit
and quarry. The Winooski River runs past the project site
for approximately 500 feet. The nearest property lines of
Lots 11-19 are between 75 and 100 feet from the river.

Criteria 1 (air) and 8 (aesthetics - noise)

The Applicants intend to blast a large area of ledge
within the central portion of the site of the proposed
subdivision. The blasting is necessary to construct
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6.

7.

a.

9.

10.

11.

basements and to bury utilities. The area to be blasted
covers approximately 130,000 square feet. Approximately
38,500 cubic yards of mass rock (for the house sites), and
550 cubic yards of trench rock (for utility lines), will
be blasted. Assuming a 14-cubic yard truck, the amount of
rock to be blasted would be equivalent to approximately
2,800 truckloads. The blasted rock will be used on the
site to fill low areas.

The distance between the area to be blasted and the
nearest residence is approximately 325 feet: the distance
from the blast area to the nearest property line is
approximately 220 feet. A number of residences are
located within 1,000 feet from the blasting area. No
blasting will take place any closer than 325 feet from a
residence.

Blasting will take place between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday, for approximately a ten-week period.
Drilling will be conducted almost continuously from 7 a.m.
to 5 p.m. during this same period. There will typically
be three blasts per day, with each blast lasting for less
than one second.

The amount of explosives used for each blast will be
monitored to keep vibration levels below the industry
standard of two inches per second which is designed to
protect structures from damage.

The drilling generates noise in the range of 106 decibels
(dBA) at six feet from the drill. At 280 feet from the
source, the noise level created by one drill will be 65
dBA. At 320 feet from the drill (the Guerette/Paul
residence), noise levels with one drill will be 64 to 73
dBA and with four drills will be approximately 75 dBA. At
1,380 feet from four drills (the Roy residence), the noise
level will be 63 dBA.

Each blast will result in noise of 86 to 88 dBA at a
distance of 100 feet from the blast and 82 dBA at a
distance of 280 feet, and 81 dBA at a distance of 320
feet. (Board Exhibit #A-35) The noise from each blast
will be 68 dBA at a distance of 1,380 feet from the blast.

The noise level from the backup beeper in the bulldozer
will be 60 dBA at 325 feet from the source, and the noise
level from the blast warning horn will be 46 dBA at 325
feet.
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The noise levels generated by the construction activities
would be considerably lower inside a building. Noise
levels would drop by 27 dBA inside a building with the
windows closed, and 17 dBA with the windows open. The
residents spend more time outdoors in their yards in the
summer than in the winter.

Sound generated by a low flying small private plane which
flew over the Applicants' property and Country Club
Estates as it landed at the nearby Burlington Airport
measured 60 dBA. A garbage truck as it passed through
Country Club Estates measured 82 dBA at 10 feet. A
commercial jet plane taking off atthe Airport measured 80
dBA at the Country Club Estates and a F-16 jet fighter
plane flying over measured 78 dBA.

The background noise at the Country Club Estates is
approximately 45 to 50 dBA when there is little outdoor
activity and planes are not passing overhead. As.suming an
average of 40 airplanes flying over the Country Club
Estates per day, 47 percent of which are commercial, 46
percent of which are private, and six percent of which are
military, the total duration of aircraft noise is 12.6
minutes per day. When that period of time of aircraft
noise is factored in, the average background noise is 59
dBA.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) document
entitled "Protective Noise Levels" states that the hearing
loss standard is approximately 70 dBA and the "annoyance"
standard is approximately 55 dBA, assuming constant
exposure. An EPA study indicates that noise levels of 70
dBA are irritating to many people and have resulted in
widespread complaints.

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has established
noise abatement criteria for highway noise. For residen-
tial areas, noise abatement is recommended when the
average noise level exceeds 67 dBA outside. Any project
which would increase noise levels by more than 10 dBA also
requires noise abatement measures.

The Federal Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) has set guideline criteria based on the cumulative
impact of background construction noise. Noise levels
should not exceed an average of 62 dBA for 8 hours of non-
construction noise or 10 hours of construction noise, and
should not exceed 65 dBA for 8 hours of non-construction
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noise. Noise levels above these standards can create
psychological stress. Differing noise levels can be more
aggravating than one continuous noise.

The Army Corps of Engineers' standard for maximum
construction noise over more than a 16-day duration is 57
dBA.

Unless the neighbors are outside continuously during the
drilling and blasting, the noise will not create actual
hearing damage.

The guidelines referred to in Findings 16-18 are all based
upon outdoor enjoyment of one's property.

The decibel scale for measuring noise intensity is
logarithmic, with an increase of 20 dBA representing a
doubling of noise intensity.

The average sound levels from the continuous drilling will
rise from the existing 45 to 50 dBA, or the averagg 59 dBA
including~airplane noise, to approximately 70 dBA.. This
will result in an increase of more than 10 dBA over the
average noise level experienced today and will exceed BUD
guidelines for construction noise.

Densely planted trees or physical barriers between a noise i
source and adjacent property provide some noise attenuation-
and psychological relief from the effects of noise. The /
Applicants have not proposed any barrier to buffer the
noise created by the drilling and blasting: however,
working off the back side of the hill would provide 6 dBA
of attenuation.

Dust caused by drilling will be controled by hydraulic
drills equipped with dust collection systems which will
capture dust at the top of the drill hole.

Blasting operations can be conducted any time of the year.
The Applicants have offered to limit drilling and blasting
to October 15 to May 1 in order to reduce the impact on
the residents of Country Club Estates should the Board
find that the noise will be undue.

Criteria l(F) Ishorelines). 4 ferosionl. and 8
jaesthetic, scenic and natural beautv)

The Winooski River is located approximately 75 feet from
the rear property lines of Lots 11 through 19 of the
subdivision.
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The elevation of the water level in the Winooski River
adjacent to the site is approximately 190 feet. The river
banks slopes up to elevation 208 feet in a horizontal
distance of approximately 30 feet, which is a slope of
l-6:1. The site levels off over the next 80 feet, then
rises an additional 26 feet for a distance of about 120
feet.

The mean low water elevation of the Winooski River at the
site of the project is 188.5 feet and the mean high water
elevation is 193 feet. The lowest elevation of any lot
line of the project is 206 feet.

A buffer zone of between 75 to 100 feet will separate the
Winooski River from the property lines of lots 11 through
19 of the subdivision. Ownership of the buffer zone will
remain with the Applicants. They do not intend to disturb
the soils in the buffer zone.

The land in the buffer strip was a part of the former
gravel removing operation. In May 1990 the Applicants
graded and seeded a portion of the buffer area to improve
site conditions and eliminate potential erosion problems.

The bank and shoreline adjacent to the project contain
various types of low-growing vegetation and five large
trees. A portion of the bank, however, contains no
screening at all. Without further plantings, some of the
houses in the proposed subdivision would be clearly
visible from the river.

The Applicants intend to supplement the vegetation at the
top of the river bank by planting 40 deciduous trees 2 to
2fi inches caliber and 12 to 14 feet high, and a total of
35 white pine and hemlock trees (11 at three to four feet
high, 12 at four to five feet high, and 12 at six to seven
feet high). (Board Exhibit #A-9) These plantings will
provide better screening of the houses in the proposed
subdivision from the river, and also help to further
stabilize the bank. In addition, disturbed areas will be
covered with topsoil and seeded with sheeps fescue, a
quick-growing, deeply rooted grass, and a mix of
wildflowers.

Canoists frequently pass the site on the Winooski River.
The view from the river is largely rural, interspersed
with views of homes in subdivisions and other types of
development, such as an industrial park, St. Michael's
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37.

38.

College, Fanny Allen Hospital, and the Air National Guard
water tower. The proposed subdivision is an extension of
the existing suburban-type development in the area.

Four or five of the homes will be visible from a distance
of BOO feet as one rounds the bend in the river haading
downstream, up to within 60 feet of the shore. Ae the
newly-planted trees grow, the view of the homes will
diminish. The view of the homes will be in the middle
ground.

The Applicants will continue to allow access to the
general public, by permission, to the area between the
Winooski River and the subdivision.

The Applicants submitted an erosion control plan (Board
Exhibit #A-12) and have described the erosion control
measures 'to be implemented (Board Exhibit #A-5). Erosicn
control barriers will consist of both type A and type B
containment devices. Type B consists of a wooden snow
fence staked into the ground with a permeable filter
fabric attached to the uphill side. The filter Labric is
keyed into the existing grade and forms a barrier which
prevents the movement of waterborne sediment from'the
site. The type B barrier will,be installed around the
downhill perimeter of the site prior to the initiation--of
any site work. The type A sediment barrier consists of
staked hay bales keyed into the slope. The hay bales
function in a similar manner to the reinforced silt fence
but will be used in areas where runoff velocities are
minimal are final grading is completed. After all utility
construction has been completed the site will be seeded
and mulched. In areas where finished grade exceeds five
percent, the slopes will be stabilized with staked jute
matting until the vegetative cover is established.

Criteria 5 and 9fX) (traffic and nublic investment1

Traffic generated by the proposed subdivision will travel
over the streets within Country Club Estates, the Air
National Guard Road, and the intersection of Airport
Parkway, Ethan Allen Drive, and Shamrock Road. A small
amount of traffic will use Poor Farm Road, which connects
with Route 2A in Williston. This road is not heavily used
because it is in poor condition.

The larger site preparation vehicles, such as bulldozers,
backhoes, and loaders, will travel across corn fields and
around the farmyard. Smaller vehicles, such as concrete
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39.

40.

41.

42.

and lumber trucks, and carpenters' personal vehicles, will
use either Country Club Drive or Mountain View Boulevard.
Because of the heavy pedestrian use of the roads within
Country Club Estates, the Board will prohibit the use of
any roads within Country Club Estates by larger site
preparation vehicles.

Streets Within Countrv Club Estates

The two main streets within Country Club Estates which
will be used by the traffic from the proposed subdivision
are Country Club Drive and Mountain View Boulevard. Most
of the traffic will travel on Country Club Drive. The
project will increase the traffic on the Country Club
Estates roads from the present estimate of 400 vehicles
per day to approximately 762 vehicles per day.

None of the streets in the Country Club Estates has
sidewalks. Children ride bikes and skateboards, and toss
frisbees and footballs, in the streets. Family members
run, jog, and walk around the neighborhood and use the
streets to walk to the neighborhood pool and tennis
courts.

The roads within Country Club Estates are cracked and in
the winter the frost heaves are severe. The City of South
Burlington plans to install sewer lines to provide
municipal sewer hook-up for Country Club Estates and the
new subdivision. The Applicants have agreed to pay for a
pump station that will serve both Country Club Estates and
the proposed subdivision. The City will upgrade the
streets in Country Club Estates at the same time the sewer
lines are installed. The upgrading will include
installing a new base and pavement on the streets.

The width of Country Club Drive is 30 feet. It has an l*S'*
curve with inside radii of 13 feet. This is below the
minimum AASHTO road width standard of 25 feet for buses
and 18 feet for small trucks and also does not comply with
the current South Burlington subdivision standards for new
streets. The first part of the "S" curve heading into the
subdivision cannot be negotiated by school buses, garbage
trucks, or other,large service vehicles if any other
vehicle is present because they require most of the road
to make the turn. There is no speed at which a truck or
bus can safely negotiate the lNS'l curve if another vehicle
is coming through. One portion of the I'S*' curve has a
seven percent grade which decreases visibility and
increases the hazard of the curve in the winter when the
roads are slippery.

!
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On several occasions, cars have failed to negotiate part
of the "S" curve and have run off the road striking a
fence, mailbox, or tree.

The probability of a vehicle conflict with a school bus on
the "S" curve will increase from 38 percent to 63 percent
in a week and from 10 percent to 18 percent on any one
occasion.

Stopping sight distances for an object six inches high
along the eastern part of the "S*' curve are 140 feet for
northbound vehicles and 75 feet for southbound vehicles.
The line of sight for a vehicle traveling in either
direction is obstructed by a. steep bank with rocky ledge
that sticks out along the inside of the curve. AASHTO
standards indicate a minimum stopping sight distance of
125 feet for 20 mph and 150 feet for 25 mph.

The "S" curve on Country Club Drive presents a serious
hazard under existing circumstances to vehicles,
pedestrians, and children. Additional traffic from the
subdivision will increase the likelihood that an accident
will result.

The construction of the subdivision road will extend the
straight-away on Country Club Drive, thereby encouraging
speed along that road. Creating a three-way stop
controlled intersection at the intersection of Mountain
View Boulevard and Country Club Drive where they converge
near the entrance to the proposed subdivision would
alleviate that problem.

The Applicants claim that alternative access to the
proposed subdivision is not feasible.

Air National Guard Road

Both Country Club Drive and Mountain View Drive intersect
with the Air National Guard Road. That road connects
Shamrock Road and Poor Farm Road for a distance of
approximately 2,600 feet. It is a private road owned by
the Burlington Board of Airport Commissioners. Approxi-
mately 11 percent of the traffic using the road in the
future will come from the proposed subdivison.

The City of South Burlington, the Board of Airport
Commissioners, and the Applicants have entered into an
agreement whereby the City will assume ownership of the
road on the condition that certain improvements to the
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structure of the road be constructed: the Applicants have
agreed to contribute a majority of the costs of
improvement provided they obtain an Act 250 permit for
this subdivision. The improvements include widening the
road on the south side by two feet for a distance of
one-half mile; installing operational catch basins;
improving a curve near the old National Guard entrance
road; and repaving the road. The Agreement provides that
the improvements must be made before any homes in the
proposed project are occupied. The City believes that
with the upgrading, the Air National Guard Road will
adeguately and safely handle the traffic from both
existing and future development.

The American Association of State Highway and Transporta-
tion Officials (AASHTO) recommends a minimum stopping
sight distance of 150 feet for a speed of 25 mph and 250
feet for a speed of 35 mph. The Air National Guard is not
posted with any speed limit signs.

The stopping sight distance along Air National Guard Road
where it runs into Shamrock Road was measured at 155 feet
for northbound vehicles on a seven percent grade. For
southbound vehicles traveling downhill, the sight distance
is 250 feet. The curve where Air National Guard Road
~joins Poor Farm Road also has poor sight distances. Sight
distances at both these locations would be improved if the
roadside vegetation were kept trimmed away from the road.

The Intersection

Most of the traff.ic from the proposed subdivision will
pass through the intersection of Airport Parkway, Shamrock
Road and Ethan Allen Drive. It is estimated that at
buildout in 1995, the project will contribute between two
and three percent of the total volume of traffic in the
Intersection.

The Intersection is currently unsafe because of a
horizontal curve on a grade which intersects with two
streets, poor pavement markings, poor illumination, and
poor sign location. It is considered to be,a high
accident location.

Level of Service (LOS) is a standard indication of traffic
congestion, ranging from LOS A (no delays) to MS F
(extreme delays). The present LOS for left turns from
Ethan Allen Drive onto Airport Parkway during the average
day peak hour is C. The LOS of this turn is projected to
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56.

5 7 .

58.

59.

60.

61.

deteriorate to E in 1995. During the design peak hour
(the thirtiest highest volume hour of the year), the LOS
is F for left turns onto Airport Parkway. The
Intersection is currently operating over capacity.

The current poor movement conditions result in traffic
backing up on both Ethan Allen Road and on Shamrock Road.
Because traffic at the Intersection is fed by a number of
small side-streets, the addition of even a small amount of
traffic will greatly increase the delay on those side
streets.

The Intersection is currently insufficient to accommodate
large vehicles, such as a thirty or forty foot long truck,
without blocking other traffic. If such a truck is making
a left hand turn from Ethan Allen Road to Airport Parkway,
it blocks traffic traveling north on Shamrock Road and
prohibits cars traveling in the southbound lane of Airport
Parkway from turning onto Shamrock Road.

Vehicles turning left at the Intersection from the
southbound lane of Airport Parkway onto Shamrock Road must
currently negotiate in front of traffic traveling down a
steep grade and negotiating a sharp bend in the road,
creating a dangerous condition.

The Applicants' 42-lot industrial/commercial development
also feeds into this Intersection. It is only partially
developed and traffic will increase as this development is
built out.

The South Burlington Planning Commission required the
Applicants, as a condition of its approval of the
industrial/commercial subdivision and the proposed
residential subdivision, to contribute land and money to
upgrade the Intersection to mitigate the impact of the
additional traffic. These improvements include: a)
construction of northbound and southbound turnlanes; b)
dedication of a one-half acre triangular parcel of land
between Airport Parkway and Shamrock Road: c) dedication
of a 5.25 footstrip of land on Ethan Allen Drive for
future street widening; and d) payment of impact fees for
improvements to Ethan Allen Drive and future long-term
improvements of Airport Parkway and the Lime Kiln Bridge.

The lona-term solution to 'the problems at the Intersection
include relocation of Airport Parkway to the northwest to
eliminate the curve at the Intersection. Although this is
considered a high priorty project by the Planning

i
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Commission, the City of South Burlington, and the State j
Agency of Transportation, implementation of the long-term
solution is many years away.

62. Significant improvements can be made to the Intersection !

by immediate actions to eliminate confusing pavement
/

markings, to provide better lighting, and by additional !

actions as recommended in a study by the staff of the
Chittenden County Regional Planning Commission and JHK &
Associates.

!
These short-to-intermediate-term improvements

include a) directing all traffic turning onto either Ethan
Allen Road or Shamrock Road at a single location, namely

the existing intersection of Airport Parkway and Ethan
Allen Road; b) relocating an existing stop sign to
Shamrock Road; c) installing traffic signals in
conformance with the manual on uniform traffic control
devices: d) flattening the curve and providing super
elevation on.the northbound lanes of Airport Parkway: and
e) installing improved warning signs. (These actions are
depicted on a scaled aerial sheet identified as Exhibit :
#CCRPC-2.)

63. The Applicants agree to a condition prohibiting occupancy :
of any of the houses in the proposed subdivision until the :
JHK'& Associates' recommendations for short-to-intermediate-'
term improvements and a full traffic signal are in place.

i

IV. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW /
,

A. Blastinq

The Board considers noise impacts as air pollution under
Criterion 1 and as an aesthetic consideration under Criterion
8. Noise is considered air pollution in the context of
potential adverse health effects caused by noise. Re: Sherman
Hollow, Inc., #4C0422-5-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law and Order (Revised) at 30 (Feb. 17, 1989); Re: Juster
Develooment Co., #lR0048-8-EB, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law and Order at 24 (Dec. 19, 1988). Noise is considered under
Criterion 8 for its effect on the aesthetics sensibilities.

The Board concludes that the noise from the construction
of thisproject will not cause undue air pollution pursuant to
Criterion 1. Although, as discussed below, the noise will be
aggravating and could cause stress, it will not be of
sufficient magnitude to cause hearing damage.

When evaluating a project for its effect upon aesthetics,
the Board applies a two-part test which it delineated in detail
in Re: Ouechee Lakes Corvoration, #3W0411-EB and 3W0439-EB,
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Findings ~of Fact and Conclusions of Law (Nov. 4,~ 1985). While
the "Quechee analysis" was developed in the context of visual
aesthetics, it provides a useful framework for evaluating
whether the noise from construction of this project will have
an undue adverse effect upon aesthetics.

First, the Board considers whether the proposed project is
in harmony with its surroundings. This requires an evaluation
of the nature of the project's surroundings, design, and
visibility. a. at 19. If, after weighing these factors
collectively the Board concludes that a project will have an
adverse effect on aesthetics, it must determine whether the
adverse effect is undue. The Board considers an adverse effect
V'undue*' if it reaches a positive conclusion on any one of the
following:

I) Does'the project violate a clear, written
community standard intended to preserve the
aesthetics or scenic, natural beauty of the
area?

2) Does the project offend the sensibilities of
the average person?

3) Have the Applicants failed to take generally
available mitigating steps which a reasonable
person would take to improve the harmony of
the proposed project with its surroundings?

a. at 19-20.

The Board concludes that the construction noise from this
project will have an adverse effect upon aesthetics for the
residents of Country Club Estates who live adjacent to the
proposed subdivision site. In terms of how the noise will fit
into the existing context, the weight of the evidence persuades
us that the noise of the drilling and blasting will be much
more than this neighborhood is used to on a regular basis and
is therefore adverse. The neighborhood is a residential area
that experiences the usual noise one would expect in such an
area from the comings and goings of daily life that includes
outdoor maintenance of homes and yards. Although airplanes
regulariy travel over the area, the continuous drilling and
three blasts a day over a lo-week period will raise the level
of noise to a degree far in excess of what is currently
experienced. This kind of continuous construction noise,
although for a limited period,. is completely out of context in
a residential area.
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With regard to whether the adverse impact will be undue,
application of the second part of the "Quechee analysis" is
appropriate.

Although the noise level which the neighbors will
experience exceeds standards recommended by EPA, FHWA, BUD, and
the Army Corps of Engineers for outdoor enjoyment of one's
property, no clear noise standards for this community exist.
We therefore find that the first consideration is not
applicable.

The second consideration is whether the project is
offensive and shocking: we conclude that it would be if
conducted in the summer. Although the lo-week period of
drilling and blasting is temporary, if carried out in the
summer it would involve the entire summer. Many people take
their vacations in the summer; both children and adults can be
expected to be at home during the week in the summer enjoying I
the swimming pool, tennis courts, and their yards. The
blasting and the continual drilling would significantly
diminish their ability to enjoy their properties and the
outdoors. We believe that the presence of a drilling and
blasting operation within several hundred feet of one's
property in a residential neighborhood in the summertime would
at least be offensive, if not shocking. However, the
Applicants have offered to conduct the operation during the
winter. Based upon the evidence that noise from the drilling
and blasting would be substantially less inside a building with
the windows closed, the Board concludes that the construction,
if conducted during the times of the year when people are
likely to be inside, would not generate noise that is shocking
or offensive.

Finally, the Board considers whether the Applicants have
taken generally available mitigating steps which a reasonable
person would take to improve the harmony of the proposed
project with its surroundings. Testimony established that
construction of a buffer area between the area of blasting and
the neighbors' properties would attenuate the noise. The
Applicants argue that it would~not be worth constructing such a
buffer area for only a lo-week period. As discussed above,
conducting the drilling and blasting operation in the winter
would greatly reduce the impacts of the operation. Accordingly,
the Board concludes that the Applicants have adequately
mitigated the adverse impacts of the construction noise.

The Board concludes that, if conducted in the winter
months, construction operations will not have an undue adverse
effect on aesthetics.
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B.1Shorel'nes rosion

Criterion l(F) requires that an applicant demonstrate that
the development or subdivision of shorelines must of necessity
be located on a shoreline in order to fulfill the purpose of
the project, and that the project will, insofar as possible and
reasonable in light of its purpose:

(i) retain the shoreline and the waters in
their natural condition,

(ii) allow continued access to the waters and
the recreational opportunities provided
by the waters,

(iii) retain or provide vegetation which will
screen the development or subdivision
from the waters, and

(iv) stabilize the bank from erosion, as
necessary, with vegetation cover.

*'Shoreline*' is defined in Act 250 as "the land adjacent to the
waters of lakes, ponds, reservoirs and rivers. Shorelines
shall include the land between the high water mark and the mean
low water mark of such surface waters." 10 V.S.A. § 6001(17).

The Board concludes that this project will be located on a
shoreline. Although the lot lines will end between 75 and 100
feet from the river, there is nothing to prevent the lot owners
from using the buffer strip retained by the Applicants.
Accordingly, the buffer strip must be considered involved land
for purposes of this criterion. The Board also concludes that
the subdivision must be located on a shoreline because of the
Applicants' intent to place the subdivision on nonproductive
land. Locating development at the site of an old gravel pit
and leaving the agricultural land undeveloped is good land use
and should be encouraged.

The Board concludes that the Applicants have met their
burden of demonstrating compliance with the four subcriteria of
Criterion l(F). There will be no construction within the
buffer area; trees will be planted to provide better screening
of the subdivision from the river; the bank will be stabilized
from erosion, as necessary, with vegetative cover: and
continued access to the waters will be provided.

In addition to concluding that sufficient measures have
been planned to prevent erosion of the river bank, the Board
concludes that, if properly implemented, the erosion control
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plan, consisting of silt fences and hay bale dams, will be
sufficient to prevent unreasonable soil erosion pursuant to
Criterion 4.

The Board also concludes that the project will not create
an adverse effect on the scenic and natural beauty as viewed
from the Winooski River. The context of the area is a mix of
rural and suburban land uses. The proposed subdivision will be
of suburban character and the closest house will be 2,000 feet
from the river. Although a few houses will be visible through
the trees, the landscaping proposed by the Applicants will
provide some screening and will soften the view of the houses.
Because we find that this project, as proposed, will not create
an adverse effect on the scenic and natural beauty, the second
part of the "Quechee analysis" is not applicable.

C. Traffic

Criterion 5 requires the Board to find that the project
will not cause unreasonable congestion or unsafe conditions
with respect to traffic. 10 V.S.A. § 6086(a)(5). Under
Criterion 9(K), the Board must find that the project will not
"unnecessarily or unreasonably endanger the public or
quasi-public investment in [the public roads], or materially
jeopardize or interfere with the function, efficiency, or
safety of, or the public's use or enjoyment of or access to the
[roads]."

Streets Within Country Club Estates

The Board concludes that without substantial
reconstruction of the "S" curve on Country Club Drive, the
project will cause unsafe conditions on Country Club Drive and
will materially jeopardize the public's use of that road. This
BUS" curve has inadequate turning radii and insufficient sight
distances and it cannot be safely negotiated by school buses,
garbage trucks, or other large service vehicles if any other
vehicle is present. Moreover, because there are no sidewalks
in Country Club Estates, children and adults use the streets
for walking as well as playing ball, skating, and other outdoor
activities.

This subdivision will add approximately 372 cars per day
to a street that is already hazardous. In Re: Pilorim
PartnershiD,  No. 88-545 (Feb. 9, 1990), the Vermont Supreme
Court upheld a Board decision that the addition of traffic to a
hazardous situation would be detrimental to the public
interest. It is clear that the additional traffic will
increase the likelihood that an accident will occur.

.!
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The Board believes, based upon the evidence, that the
safety of the "S" curve can be improved. The Board will
therefore impose a condition requiring that the inside radii of
the curve be expanded to 23 feet. Stop signs should be
installed at either side of the curve closest to Poor Farm Road
so that vehicles will come to a full stop to ensure that no
vehicles are coming the other way before entering the curve.
In addition, the Board will require that a sidewalk be
constructed on the east side of Country Club Drive at least
from the recreation area through to the new subdivision.

The Board also believes that unsafe conditions will result
from the extension of Country Club Drive into the new
subdivision road because it would create a long, straight road
that encourages speed. The Board will therefore impose a
condition requiring a three-way stop at that intersection if
not precluded by law.

Air National Guard Road

According to the agreement between the City of South
Burlington, the Board of Airport Commissioners, and the
Applicants, the Air National Guard Road will be improved before
any homes in the proposed project may be occupied. While the
improvements will increase the safety of the road over its
existing condition, there is still some concern about sight
distances on the road where it meets Shamrock Road and Poor
Farm Road. In order to achieve safe,stopping sight distances,
the Board will impose a condition requiring that the vegetation
at these locations be kept cut.

The Intersection

The clear evidence established that the Intersection is
currently unsafe and congested because its asymmetrical design
is confusing to motorists and does not allow trucks to go
through the Intersection without blocking other traffic.
Moreover, the Intersection is operating over design capacity.
The Board concludes that the additional traffic from the
proposed subdivision will create undue congestion and unsafe
conditions at the Intersection, and will materially jeopardize
the public's use of the roads feeding into it. The Applicants
have agreed that none of the houses will be occupied until the
short-to-intermediate-term improvements recommended by JHK &
Associates, including a full traffic signal, are in place.' The
Board, however, is concerned about the additional hazard to the
Intersection that will be caused by construction vehicles for
the project. The Board will therefore require the Applicants
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to delay development of five of the lots in the Applicants'
industrial subdivision located at the Intersection until the
improvements are made.

V. ORDER

Land Use Permit #4C0643-6R-EB is hereby issued.
Jurisdiction is returned to the District #4 Environmental
Commission.

Dated at Montpelier, Vermont, this 28th day of May, 1991.

ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD

fs?&k- /!z?+/
StephenlRevnes, hctinq Chair
Elizabeth Courtney _
Ferdinand Bongartz
Rebecca J. Day
Arthur Gibb
Samuel Lloyd
Steve E. Wright
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